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The understanding of friction in soft materials is of increasing importance due to the demands of industries such as healthcare, biomedical, food and personal care, the incorporation of soft materials into technology, and in the study of interacting biological interfaces. Many of these processes occur at the nanoscale, but even at micrometer length scales there are fundamental aspects of tribology that remain poorly understood. With the advent of Friction Force Microscopy (FFM), there have been many fundamental insights into tribological phenomena at the atomic scale, such as ‘stick-slip’ and ‘super-lubricity’. This review examines the growing field of soft tribology, the experimental aspects of FFM and its underlying theory. Moving to the nanoscale changes the contact mechanics which govern adhesive forces, which in turn play a pivotal role in friction, along with the deformation of the soft interface and dissipative phenomena. We examine recent progress and future prospects in soft nanotribology.

1. Introduction

Friction is the force resisting relative motion between two sliding bodies, spanning many orders of magnitude in length, time and energy scales. It has far-reaching implications in science and engineering, from carbon nanotube bearings to biological lubrication and geophysical faults in earthquakes, placing it at the forefront of current research. Friction becomes particularly relevant at the nanoscale in a wide range...
of systems operating under mild to extreme load conditions. Applications of nanoscale friction spanning from device miniaturization \textit{i.e.} micro- and nano-electromechanical devices (MEMS/NEMS)\textsuperscript{6} to complex frictional phenomena occurring in biological applications including protein motors on microtubules\textsuperscript{7} to prokaryotic/eukaryotic cells under naturally-occurring sliding motions\textsuperscript{8} and biomimetics\textsuperscript{9} have placed it at the cutting edge of nanotechnological research. Over the past three decades, friction force microscopy (FFM) based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) has emerged as a central nanomechanical tool, which has made possible the accurate quantification of lateral forces between the tip of a microfabricated cantilever and the samples with a sensitivity of a few piconewtons.\textsuperscript{10}

Due to the exciting advances in FFM enabling tremendous progress in decoding complex physical, biological and technological lubrication mechanisms at the nanoscale, there have been some excellent reviews.\textsuperscript{11–15} Many, if not most, of these reviews focus on summarizing particular contact mechanics at the nanoscale in conventional ‘hard’ interfaces with a well-defined single-asperity elastic contact. However, there are no reviews that discuss nanotribology in deformable \textit{i.e.} low modulus ‘soft’ surfaces, such as polymers, hydrogels, and soft biological interfaces (oral, ocular, dermal, and respiratory), which is one of the outstanding challenges in modern nanotribology. In this Review, we specifically provide a critical analysis of FFM focusing on the booming area of nanotribology in soft surfaces, describing the rapid evolution of FFM, the gradual transition from the use of sharp tips\textsuperscript{16} to well-defined colloidal probes,\textsuperscript{17} and more recently performing friction measurements incorporating flexibility into the material physics and chemistry of the contact surfaces.\textsuperscript{18} We explore the frictional laws applying to soft surfaces at the nanoscale, highlighting the effect of adhesion force on the frictional behaviour of soft surfaces, which is an outstanding challenge in modern tribology. We extensively review studies where FFM has been used on soft surfaces to measure these tiny lateral forces, and discuss the impact that (i) surface interactions, (ii) surface roughness, (iii) intrinsic material properties, and (iv) experimental conditions have on the frictional properties of hard-on-soft and soft-on-soft contact systems. We examine aspects of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that allow the prediction of frictional behaviour at the nanoscale for hard and soft contacts. Lubrication on soft surfaces is a complex multidisciplinary area, and we touch upon the key surface interactions altered by grafting polymer brushes and hydrogels. Readers might refer to more extensive reviews on polymer brushes, hydrogels and hydration lubrication elsewhere.\textsuperscript{19–21} Finally, we outline the systems where FFM using soft surfaces can be applied, before looking into the future opportunities, including the fabrication of precisely tailored soft probes for FFM along with the growing need for new mathematical models to overcome the current limitations of FFM-based approaches for soft tribology.

2. Evolution of friction force measurements at the nanoscale

The atomic force microscope was invented in 1986 by Binnig \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{22} and was capable of tracking a surface with a 1 Å vertical resolution. Very shortly after, motivated by the knowledge gap in the atomic dynamics of friction forces, Mate \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{16} modified the AFM to enable detection of the cantilever lateral deflection using optical interference, enabling the detection of friction forces for the first time (Fig. 1). They used a sharp tungsten wire, sliding over a graphite surface with a wide range of velocities under varying normal loads, observing
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\caption{Evolution of friction force measurements at the nanoscale.}
\end{figure}
were first observed by Hirano et al.\textsuperscript{24} and Overney et al.\textsuperscript{25} respectively, although this phenomenon was demonstrated elegantly later by Dienwiebel et al.\textsuperscript{26} by measuring lateral forces as a function of rotational angle. In the case of ‘anisotropy’, friction between two crystal surfaces depends on their molecular alignment, where friction is highest when the crystal lattices are commensurate. On the other hand, ‘superlubricity’ or ultra-low friction occurs when the lattices of two crystal surfaces in contact are out of registry by lattice mismatch or angular misalignment, because the sum of the forces that act on the atoms of each surface cancel each other. Toikka et al.\textsuperscript{17} was the first group to use a colloidal probe to measure lateral force using a hard probe/hard surface system. Subsequently, Matzelle et al.\textsuperscript{30} studied a hard probe/soft surface, while Bogdanovic et al.\textsuperscript{31} used materials other than glass to create a relatively soft cellulose-based colloidal probe. Kim et al.\textsuperscript{32} used a soft colloidal probe/soft surface system for the first time to study friction on hydrogel contact lenses, while Li et al.\textsuperscript{33} used a hydrogel probe/hydrogel surface to understand the lubrication mechanism of crosslinked hydrogel layers.

stick-slip behaviour with a period of 0.25 nm and that matches the graphite lattice, and a dynamic friction proportional to load indicative of a single point contact. Over the following two decades the main focus was to uncover fundamental interactions at the atomic scale, with further insights into ‘stick-slip’,\textsuperscript{16} and discovery of ‘superlubricity’\textsuperscript{23} and ‘anisotropy’\textsuperscript{24} (Fig. 1). However, in terms of instrumentation, the main advance came with the introduction of colloidal probes of well-defined geometries, that were used instead of sharp tips of unknown or difficult to measure tip radius (Fig. 2). With the use of contact mechanics models, the probe–sample contact area could now be estimated and hence an absolute quantitative frictional force could be determined. At the same time, while measuring friction with commercial AFM tips is limited to the use of silicon or silicon nitride as a material with elastic modulus >10 GPa, colloidal probes offer a greater variety of choice regarding the material chemistry,\textsuperscript{25,26} elastic modulus <10 GPa,\textsuperscript{27,28} and probe radius of hundreds of nanometers to few micrometers (Fig. 2).

Ducker et al.\textsuperscript{34} were the first to use a colloidal probe in 1991 to measure normal forces between a silica colloidal particle (3.5 µm radius) attached to a silicon nitride cantilever and a flat silica surface in sodium chloride solutions. They found general agreement with DLVO theory, with the exception of some unexpectedly high forces at close range <3 nm. Nevertheless, it was only in 1997 that Toikka et al.\textsuperscript{17} used a colloidal probe to measure lateral forces. Interestingly, this was driven by interest in the force required to remove a single particle of iron oxide from a silica surface.

Since then, colloidal probe FFM has been used to study frictional interactions on a plethora of combinations between hard and soft materials. For instance, Matzelle et al.\textsuperscript{30} studied the tribological properties of soft hydrogel surfaces (N-isopropylacrylamide) for the first time using micrometer-sized hard glass spheres over a range of loads (<110 nN) for applications in medical devices, such as catheters. The key research challenge of understanding the friction and adhesion occurring at the hydrogel soft contact lens/ocular tissue interface led to the first use of soft-on-soft contact mechanics at the nanoscale i.e. a relatively soft polystyrene colloidal probe (modulus ≈ 3 GPa) sliding against a hydroxyethyl methacrylate-based hydrogel (modulus ranging 0.5–1 MPa) by Kim et al.\textsuperscript{32} (Fig. 1). Here, they found that ionic functional groups reduced surface adhesion and friction against a hydrophobic probe. Due to the technical difficulties of attaching an ultra-soft particle (e.g. hydrogel particle) to an AFM cantilever, friction between ultra-soft systems at the nanoscale was not measured until 2016. It was only recently, when Li et al.\textsuperscript{33} were able to perform FFM experiments between a hydrogel probe and hydrogel surface. They used an elegant approach where a polystyrene colloidal probe was coated with a poly(dimethyl acrylamide-co-methacryloyl oxybenzophenone) (PDMAA-co-MABP)-based hydrogel layer to elucidate lubrication on a hydrogel substrate. They reported very low friction, this time for small systems.
friction coefficients ($\mu = 0.006$) between the hydrated hydrogel surfaces, which increase with the sliding speed, and revealed that pressure-induced deswelling and hydration lubrication in the contact region dominates friction. Consequently, measuring friction between the hydrogel-coated probe and hydrogel surface offers new opportunities to understand frictional dissipation in deformable soft biological samples.

3. Friction laws at the macro and nanoscale

Friction laws between two macroscopic sliding objects were first described by Leonardo da Vinci in the 15th century to be “independent of the apparent area of contact” and “proportional to the load pressing the surfaces together”, which was formulated 200 years later by Guillaume Amontons, as expressed in eqn (1):

$$F_I = \mu L$$

where, $F_I$ is the frictional force, $\mu$ is the friction coefficient, and $L$ is the normal load. The phenomenological independence of friction from the contact area at the macroscale arises from the fact that the real contact area between two surfaces is much smaller than the apparent area ($A_{\text{macro}}$). This has been proven elegantly by Bowden, through measuring the electrical resistance of metals in contact, who found that the real area of contact can be as small as 1/10 000 of the apparent contact area. He also reported that the real contact area is linearly proportional to the applied load and approximately independent of the surface size. Based on this, Bowden and Tabor explained the difference in the dependence of friction on the contact area at the macro and nanoscale as follows; at the macroscale, the real contact area ($\sum A_{\text{asp}}$) is the summation of a large number of smaller contacts (asperities, $A_{\text{asp}}$) which is much smaller than $A_{\text{macro}}$ (Fig. 3a), and the independence of friction from $A_{\text{macro}}$ is due to the increase of $A_{\text{asp}}$ with increasing load caused by asperity deformation, balancing the contact pressure, whereas at the nanoscale, $A_{\text{asp}}$ is directly proportional to the friction force.

Considering that friction is determined by factors such as plastic deformation, wear, surface roughness, and lubrication, creating a universal law that describes friction across all length scales from macro down to nano is a major challenge. With the development of FFM, it became possible to control all the aforementioned factors and study friction at the nanoscale, where single asperity interactions dominate and...
friction is proportional to the normal load, the real contact area, and in many cases to the sliding speed.\textsuperscript{41}

The contact area ($A$) between an AFM tip and a flat surface, when the load is limited to cause only elastic deformation, can be given by the Hertzian model\textsuperscript{46} (eqn (2)):

$$A = \pi \left( \frac{KL}{K} \right)^{2/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $R$ is the tip radius, $L$ is the applied load, and $K$ is the reduced Young's modulus given by eqn (3):

$$\frac{1}{K} = \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{1 - \nu_s^2}{E_s} + \frac{1 - \nu_t^2}{E_t} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $E_s$ and $E_t$ are the Young's moduli and $\nu_s$ and $\nu_t$ are the Poisson's ratios of the surface and the tip, respectively.

However, the Hertz model does not take into consideration the adhesion between the contact surfaces, which plays a major role in friction since it affects the contact area between the tip and the surface. Generally, when adhesion between the tip and surface is small or zero, a linear Amontons' type relationship between friction and load is observed at the nanoscale.\textsuperscript{42,46} In contrast, when the adhesion is significant at the contact, the friction–load follows a sublinear relation that is described well by single asperity contact mechanics models such as the Johnson–Kendall–Roberts (JKR)\textsuperscript{48} and the Derjaguin–Muller–Toporov (DMT)\textsuperscript{49}. Such behaviour is often explained by the dependence of the friction force ($F_f$) on two terms,
load-dependent term and an interfacial shear term^{46,47} (eqn (4)):

\[
F_t = \mu L + \sigma A_{\text{ap}}
\]

where \(\sigma\) is the interfacial shear strength. When the adhesion is negligible, the shear term (2nd term in eqn (4)) is insignificant and a linear relationship between friction and load is observed. However, when adhesion is large, the shear term dominates and friction force follows a sublinear relation with the applied load.\(^50\)

Therefore, for adhesive surfaces the JKR and the DMT models are more appropriate for the calculation of the contact area, which are given by eqn (5) and (6), respectively:

\[
A = \frac{\pi}{K} \left[ L + 3\pi R\gamma + (6\pi R\gamma L + (3\pi R\gamma)^2)^{1/2} \right]^{2/3} \quad \text{(JKR)}
\]

\[
A = \frac{\pi}{K} \left[ L + 2\pi R\gamma \right]^{2/3} \quad \text{(DMT)}
\]

where \(\gamma\) is the work of adhesion that is given by \(\gamma = 2L_{\text{ad}}/3\pi R\) and \(\gamma = L_{\text{ad}}/2\pi R\) for JKR and DMT (\(L_{\text{ad}}\) being the negative adhesive load), respectively. The JKR model calculates the contact area by taking into consideration short-range interactions within the contact area and assuming that no forces act outside the area of contact, while the DMT model considers only the long-range non-contact interactions outside the contact area. Consequently, JKR is a more appropriate model to use when performing FFM on soft materials having high surface energy and a tip or colloidal probe with a large radius, while the DMT model is more suited to describe less deformable materials with low surface energy and a small tip radius.

In order to apply the Hertz, JKR, and DMT models there are several assumptions to be met:\(^51\)

- the materials are elastically isotropic;
- the deformation in the contact is purely elastic and is described by classical continuum elasticity theory;
- the diameter of the tip is significantly larger than the diameter of the contact area;
- the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio remain constant during deformation;
- no chemical bonds are formed during adhesion;
- the curvature of the particle in the contact area is described by a paraboloid; and
- the contact area is significantly larger than the atomic/molecular dimensions.

A nice illustration on the relation between contact area and load, using the different models, was given by Park and Salmeron\(^41\) (Fig. 3b). They showed that under the DMT and JKR models, a finite contact area exists even at zero applied load between the tip and the surface, which arises from the adhesion. Many studies have successfully used friction models that take into account the adhesive contribution according to DMT/JKR. For instance, it has been shown that friction between an AFM tip and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) surfaces is reduced in the presence of ethanol as a result of a reduction in adhesion, leading to a linear friction–load dependence\(^42\) (Fig. 3c). However, in perfluorodecalin and hexadecane that have significantly smaller dielectric constants and refractive indices, the adhesion was remarkably larger as a result of stronger dispersion forces according to the Lifshitz theory of van der Waals forces.\(^52\) Consequently, in perfluorodecalin, where the adhesion was the largest, the friction-load was best described by JKR, while for hexadecane that had a smaller adhesion compared to perfluorodecalin the DMT model was the best fit. The JKR-DMT transition was shown elegantly in a study by Ramakrishna et al.,\(^28\) where the roughness of a surface was controlled with nanoparticles, and then correlated to the adhesion forces and to their frictional properties (Fig. 3d). Friction reduced as particle density decreased (although it sharply increased once the colloidal probe made contact with the underlying flat substrate), confirming that the friction–load relationship is governed by the real contact area, such as asperities on real surfaces. It was shown that JKR contact adhesion dominated the frictional response at high particle density, where many particles came into contact with the colloidal probe. However, when the particle density is reduced, a transition to DMT contact mechanics is observed and adhesion is dominated by long range non-contact forces from the underlying substrate, nanometres distant.

The most appropriate contact model to use in a given system can be determined using the dimensionless Tabor parameter\(^23\) (\(\tau\)) which takes account of the ratio of elastic deformation to the range of adhesive forces, i.e. the balance between JKR and DMT respectively, given by eqn (7):

\[
\tau = \frac{\sqrt{16R\gamma^2}}{9Kz_0^2}
\]

where \(z_0\) is the equilibrium separation distance. For \(\tau \leq 0.1\), the contact area is best described using the DMT model, while for \(\tau \geq 5\) the JKR model is more appropriate. However, many, if not most, applications fall in the intermediate region between these two extremes. In this region, the Maugis–Dugdale model can be used due to its high degree of flexibility.\(^54\) Here, Maugis used a Dugdale (square well) model to analyse the JKR and DMT models and suggested that the transition between the two can be predicted from a dimensional parameter \(\lambda\)\(^54\) that is roughly equal to the Tabor parameter and is given by eqn (8):

\[
\lambda = \frac{2.06}{z_0} \sqrt{\frac{R\gamma^2}{\pi K}}
\]

However, the Maugis–Dugdale model requires a complicated fitting in the absence of a single parameter relating contact area and normal load. In 1999 Carpick et al.\(^55\) proposed a general transition equation (GTE) that provides a very close approximation of the Maugis–Dugdale model and is more convenient to use for fitting data from FFM experiments given by eqn (9):

\[
\frac{a}{a_0(a)} = \left( \frac{a + \sqrt{1 - L/L_e(a)}}{1 + a} \right)^{2/3}
\]

where \(a\) is the contact radius, \(a_0\) is the contact radius at zero normal load, \(a\) is the transition parameter, and \(L_e\) is the criti-
cal load. The two extremes of the transition parameter, $\alpha = 1$ and $\alpha = 0$, correspond to the JKR and DMT cases, respectively. The GTE is used to fit the experimental data (friction versus load) acquired from FFM, after replacing all occurrences of $\alpha$ in the eqn [9] with $\sqrt{F}$ since $F_t = \tau \pi a^2$ where $\tau$ is the constant interfacial shear strength, leaving $a_n$ and $\alpha$ as free parameters that are extracted from the fit. Subsequently, the work of adhesion and interfacial shear strength, $\sigma$, can also be obtained.

4. Friction force microscopy on soft surfaces

The majority of FFM studies have been performed on hard and flat surfaces with the focus being on single asperity contact. Interestingly, there has been a gradual shift towards measuring friction force on soft materials, partly attributed to the demands of understanding friction mechanisms at biological interfaces, such as cells$^3$ and tissues,$^{36}$ where modulus may range from a few pascals to hundreds of kilopascals. Also, in part, such hierarchically patterned biological interfaces with heterogeneous modulus$^{56}$ can now be fabricated relatively easily thanks to the fascinating parallel development in polymer chemistry and soft lithography,$^{57}$ enabling a more systematic study of friction on soft materials.

Fig. 4 summarizes the literature where FFM has been used to study the frictional properties of soft materials, using either a sharp tip or a colloidal probe. The $y$-axis separates the samples studied according to their Young’s moduli, while the $x$-axis indicates the modulus of the material, divided into sharp tips to the left of the diagram, or the Young’s modulus of the colloidal probe used to the right of the divide. Sharp tips have the benefit that they can be used to study single asperity contacts, and it can be seen that sharp tips have been used against samples with a wide range of moduli, spanning from MPa to GPa. Although they are commercially available and, thus, convenient to use, they are limited to silicon (Si) and silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$). On the other hand, colloidal probes offer an unlimited palette of materials that can be used, some of which are now commercially available, ranging from borosilicate glass and gold to polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).

Silica-based colloidal probes are the most widely popular choice to measure friction on materials with Young’s modulus in the GPa range, mainly due to their availability and ease of altering the surface interactions using chemical derivatisation. Cellulose has been studied extensively in the work of Rutland$^{et al.}$ $^{31,102,103,105–107,109}$ Polymers, such as PMMA, PS, and polyethylene (PE), are also widely used due to their easily tuneable properties. Although both sharp tips and colloidal probes with elastic modulus ($E$) $> 1$ GPa have been used to study friction on surfaces with $E$ down to a few kPa, there is a clear knowledge gap in using colloidal probes and samples that have a Young’s modulus of less than 100 MPa (green-shaded area) where most biological interfaces range and soft-on-soft contacts predominate. At the present time, the question is open as to whether a hard-on-soft contact can capture the features of a soft-on-soft contact. We now focus on FFM studies carried out on soft materials (Fig. 5), and more specifically we discuss how surface interactions and topography affect friction in soft contact mechanics, before we examine the impact of intrinsic properties of the material (e.g. polymer entanglement, molecular weight) on friction and other experimental factors, such as loads, scanning distance and sliding speeds.

4.1 Effect of surface interactions on nanoscale friction

Surface interactions, of either adhesive or repulsive nature, play a major role in nanoscale frictional properties between sliding objects. It is known$^{41}$ that adhesion between sliding surfaces affects the measured frictional forces in softer...
materials. It has been found that on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces versus a PE colloidal probe, the coefficient of friction ($\mu$) is very low when the adhesion is negligible.\textsuperscript{98} However, $\mu$ increases with increasing concentration of pendant PDMS chains that results in larger adhesion and a consequently increased contact area. In another instance, the photo-degradation of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films upon exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light renders the films more hydrophilic, resulting in increased non-covalent attractive forces with a Si$_3$N$_4$ probe and, consequently, increases the friction.\textsuperscript{77} In contrast, repulsive interactions can reduce friction as shown in Fig. 5a where micron-sized cellulose spheres slide against a nanofibrillated cellulose surface adsorbed with polyethylene glycol grafted carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC-g-PEG). The aqueous lubrication was mainly attributed to the electrosteric behavior of amorphous polystyrene: the macromolecular weight effect", A. Ghorbal and A. Ben Brahim, Polym. Test., 2013, 32, 1174–1180. Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier). The friction is increased with increasing molecular weight due to increased interaction and dissipation in the longer polymer chains, similar to panel c. (f) Speed-dependence of friction on polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogels (reprinted with permission from T. Shoaib, J. Heintz, J. A. Lopez-Berganza, R. Muro-Barrios, S. A. Egner and R. M. Espinosa-Marzal, Langmuir, 2018, 34, 756–765. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). The initial friction is decreased with increasing velocity due to reducing slip-stick (polymer chain adsorption and release is a kinetic process), when it reaches a transition velocity the friction increases with speed, possibly due to increased deformation of the hydrogel.

Fig. 5 Nanoscale friction in soft surfaces. (a) Friction as a function of applied load between a bare cellulose probe (left) and nanofibrillated surfaces with grafted CMC-g-PEG polymer brushes (right), highlighting the efficacy of polymer brushes in reducing friction due to electrosteric repulsion, with a 30 times reduction at zero load (republished with the permission of Royal Society of Chemistry, from “Direct measurements of non-ionic attraction and nanoscale lubrication in biomimetic composites from nanofibrillated cellulose and modified carboxymethylated cellulose”, A. Olzsiewska, J. J. Valle-Delgado, M. Nikinmaa, J. Laine and M. Osterberg, Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 11837–11844, Copyright 2013, permission conveyed through the Copyright Clearance Center). (b) Friction between a hydrogel-coated (PDMAA-co-MABP) probe and hydrogel surfaces in air (left) and in water (right) at various sliding speeds with the inset showing a schematic representation of the soft contact mechanics (adapted with permission from K. Li, C. K. Pandiyarajan, O. Prucker and J. Ruhe, Macromol. Chem. Phys., 2016, 217, 526–536. Copyright 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.). Hydrogel friction is reduced by an order of magnitude once hydrated (hydration lubrication). (c) Friction force versus load for PDMS polymer brushes of different chain lengths with the inset presenting a schematic of the polyethylene bead sliding over polymer brushes (adapted with permission from L. J. Landherr, C. Cohen, P. Agarwal and L. A. Archer, Langmuir, 2011, 27, 9387–9395. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society). The friction is reduced by an order of magnitude for polymer brush coated surfaces as compared to bare silicon or SAM surfaces. However, lower molecular mass chains have reduced friction compared to longer chains, and increasing grafting density reduces friction by creating a more uniform surface. (d) Three-dimensional AFM images of surfaces patterned with pillars of increasing density (bottom) and the corresponding frictional forces with a PE colloidal probe, the coefficient of friction ($\mu$) is very low when the adhesion is negligible. However, $\mu$ increases with increasing concentration of pendant PDMS chains that results in larger adhesion and a consequently increased contact area. In another instance, the photo-degradation of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films upon exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light renders the films more hydrophilic, resulting in increased non-covalent attractive forces with a Si$_3$N$_4$ probe and, consequently, increases the friction. In contrast, repulsive interactions can reduce friction as shown in Fig. 5a where micron-sized cellulose spheres slide against a nanofibrillated cellulose surface adsorbed with polyethylene glycol grafted carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC-g-PEG). The aqueous lubrication was mainly attributed to the electrosteric repulsion arising from the high anionic charge by deprotonation of carboxyl groups on CMC overcoming the van der Waals and hydrogen bonding-associated adhesive forces.

A key surface interaction that is particularly relevant for soft and biological interfaces in hydration lubrication concerns the effect of water structure up to a few nanometres away from the surface. The behaviour of this layer includes the influence of hydration shells from the surface or surrounding ions, the availability of bulk water and steric disruption by polymer...
chains. It was shown that friction of a polystyrene colloidal probe coated with a PDMMA-co-MABP hydrogel sliding on dry PDMMA-co-MABP hydrogels is high and is reduced with increasing sliding velocity (Fig. 5b). However, on hydrated hydrogels, friction is significantly lower than that in the dry hydrogels and progressively increases with the sliding velocity due to increasing polymer concentration in the contact area during shearing. This suggests that in hydrated hydrogels the viscous drag of water within the hydrogel at the interface is the main cause of hydration lubrication. Furthermore, at high loads (>60 nN), friction is increased due to the accumulation of the polymer in the contact area arising from hydrogel compression. It has also been shown that ionic functional groups or biopolymers, such as mucins tethered at the surface can entrap water that cannot be squeezed out but remain labile resulting in better lubrication and reduced adhesion. For a comprehensive understanding of hydration lubrication, readers may refer to thorough reviews by Klein’s group.

Under ambient non-hydrated conditions, capillary forces arising from a meniscus of water between the probe and surface are another factor that tends to dominate friction. It can significantly increase adhesion and, consequently, friction is strongly dependent on humidity. It was shown that on hydrophilic silica surfaces, and at low sliding speed, capillary forces provide a major contribution to friction. However, as the speed increases, the reduced contact time for a stable meniscus to build up at the interface. A similar study on mica and silica surfaces against a cellulose probe also showed that capillary adhesion dominates friction but further revealed a hysteresis between loading and unloading friction load curves, suggesting a larger condensate due to slow evaporation of the formed meniscus.

Individual components in lubricants, such as polymers or proteins, can significantly alter the frictional properties, depending on their ability to adsorb on the surface. For instance, poly(oxyethylene)-poly(oxypropylene)-poly(oxyethylene) (PEO-PPO-PEO) is an effective lubricant on polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE) surfaces but not on cellulose surfaces, which is attributed to the ability of the lubricant to attach to PP and PE but not to cellulose. Similar results were reported for mucin, which reduces the friction between a PMMA colloidal probe sliding on a PMMA surface. In contrast, when the lubricating properties of mucin were measured with a sharp Si₃N₄ tip against a PDMS surface, friction was increased as a result of the tip ploughing through the mucin layers adsorbed on the surface. However, when the tip was rendered hydrophobic with octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) the presence of mucin reduced the friction as compared to the bare hydrophobic PDMS because it blocked the strong hydrophobic attractive force. This suggests that surface chemistry at the interface due to adsorption of mucin to the surface can be an important factor that cannot be ignored.

Further evidence that surface chemistry dictates the ability of lubricants to reduce friction was shown upon adsorption of proteoglycans on polycarbonate urethanes (PCU) used in medical devices, and hydrophobic or hydrophilic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as a model system. It was shown that on hydrophilic SAM surfaces, proteoglycan adsorption has a negligible impact on friction, while proteoglycan adsorption on hydrophobic PCU surfaces significantly decreases friction when compared to the bare hydrophobic surfaces. The decrease in friction is even larger on surface-modified PCU surfaces that are locally softer than PCU surfaces. In contrast, when proteoglycan is adsorbed on hydrophilic SAMs the impact on friction is negligible. Although both SAMs, PCU, and modified PCU are hydrophobic, the difference arises from the higher contact pressure on the non-deformable SAM on gold, compared to lower contact pressure on softer PCU due to the increase in the probe–surface contact area highlighting the impact of surface deformability on the lubricating ability of molecules.

Another interesting strategy adopted by nanotribologists is to graft polymer brushes onto surfaces and use FFM to study the frictional properties. The excellent lubricating properties of polymer brushes arise from the osmotic pressure within the polymer brushes that resist compression, and from the opposition to the entropy loss that would result between two opposing brush-covered surfaces if they were compressed and, therefore, ordered to some degree. A study on poly(lysine)-graft-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG)-modified SiO₂ surfaces showed that the solvent environment plays a key role in the frictional properties of polymer brushes; the higher the solvation of the polymer brushes the lower the friction. This was also shown during the adsorption of chitosan brushes on cellulose surfaces that reduces friction due to electrostatic repulsion arising from the extended chitosan chains. Friction is reduced as the grafting density of the polymer brushes is increased, which is attributed to the reduced contact with the underlying surface and to interaction with a denser layer with less entanglement in long chains (Fig. 5c). Furthermore, the longer the length of the grafted polymers chains at a given grafting density the higher the friction, as a result of reduced chain mobility and higher viscosity of the brushes.

### 4.2 Effect of surface roughness on nanoscale friction

As discussed in previous sections, multi-asperity contacts can be treated as single asperity if the contact pressure is sufficient to squeeze out all the asperities at the contact. On softer surfaces, although this requires less force as the Young’s modulus is reduced and it is not as prominent as on hard surfaces, surface roughness remains a major factor that affects adhesion and friction. Studies on nano-patterned PDMS and polyimide surfaces have shown reduced adhesion and friction as compared to flat surfaces, as a result of the reduced contact area at the interface (Fig. 5d). Similar results were found in a study that used silica particles attached to a silica surface to control roughness in order to investigate the correlation between surface roughness and frictional properties. When the particle density on the surface was decreased from 450 particles per μm² to 245 particles per μm² both adhesion and friction were reduced.
The degree that surface topography will affect the frictional properties is related to the selected scan size during a FFM measurement. For instance, if the scan size is much smaller than surface asperities, then surface topography will have a small impact on frictional properties. Consequently, scan size plays a significant role in studying frictional properties. More specifically, it has been found on cellulose surfaces that for scan sizes smaller than surface asperities, friction initially decreases with increasing load and eventually becomes load independent. In contrast, for scan sizes larger than surface asperities, friction is increased with increasing load due to the asperity dominated friction. Similar studies attributed the scale dependence (microscale to nanoscale) of friction to surface roughness, and emphasized that friction is scale-dependent and no assumption can hold from one scale to another.

4.3 Effect of intrinsic material properties on nanoscale friction

Apart from surface chemistry and topography, friction is greatly influenced by the intrinsic properties of a material, such as its viscoelastic properties. This becomes particularly relevant for soft materials where viscoelastic mechanical loss dominates friction on polymer films. At the same time, the interaction between a surface and a probe can alter the properties of the material. Several groups have used FFM on soft surfaces to study the glass transition temperature ($T_g$), surface relaxation, and the molecular motion of polymeric films. Above the $T_g$, a polymer in a rigid state changes to a rubbery state. It has been found that $T_g$ is much lower on the surface of PS films than the bulk value, which could be an indication of a greater free volume at the surface of the polymer. The reduction in $T_g$ is even larger at lower molecular weights, which can be explained by an excess free volume at the surface. During FFM experiments, the applied load and scanning velocity can also affect the $T_g$. It has been found on PS that when the applied load is small enough and not sufficient to disturb the surface then the $T_g$ is shifted to higher temperature with increasing speed. However, at high loads the $T_g$ is shifted to lower temperatures with increasing speed due to the heating effect, where the energy dissipated through friction increases the temperature locally and increases the molecular motion. Since friction in polymers is affected by the $T_g$, polymer blends can reveal different frictional properties, so the effect is entirely dependent on the detailed response of the polymers under study. For instance, for poly(vinyl methylether) (PVME) and PP blends, an increase in $T_g$ increases the friction, which is explained by a greater loss in dissipation energy.

Similar to $T_g$, the activation energies for $\alpha$- and $\beta$-relaxations, which are related to the translation of the molecule through the medium and the change in molecular conformation respectively, can be different at a polymer surface as compared to its bulk value. More specifically, it has been found that the apparent activation energies for $\alpha$- and $\beta$-relaxations are smaller at the surface of PS than its bulk value, which indicates a significant increase in the molecular motion at the surface. Similar results were found on PMMA films, where the activation energies for $\alpha$- and $\beta$-relaxation were found to be three times lower on its surface compared to the bulk values. These results reveal a greater free volume and a higher molecular mobility at the polymer/air interface. The observed reduction in surface relaxation can be enhanced by the high stress from the sharp tips that activate $\alpha$- and $\beta$-transition at temperatures below the glass transition temperature. Since decreased molecular mobility results in reduced friction, it is expected that ultrathin polymer films may have different frictional properties from thicker films. This was shown with ultrathin PVME films, where the friction is reduced with decreasing film thickness as a consequence of the reduced polymer chain mobility and the increasing polymer stiffness arising from the confinement of the polymer chains.

The molecular weight (MW) of a polymer can have a significant impact on the interactions between the sliding body and, thus, its frictional properties. More specifically, it has been found that the friction on PS surfaces increases with the length of PS polymer chains, which is attributed to larger adhesion forces as a result of increasing interactions with polymer chains, mainly through van der Waals and acid–base interactions (Fig. 5e). Apart from the MW, the degree of cross-linking can also affect friction. Sliding of colloidal silica particles on polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogels, with Young’s moduli of 2 kPa, 9 kPa, and 40 kPa, reveals two different boundary lubrication mechanisms (Fig. 5f). Initially, the friction decreases with increasing speed until it reaches a transition velocity where the friction starts to increase with increasing speed. Below the transition speed, the decrease in friction with increasing sliding speed is related to the continuous adsorption and desorption of the polymer chains onto the sliding body; the polymer chains that were adsorbed on the counter surface require more time to re-adsorb once the contact breaks due to the sliding motion. It was found that less cross-linked PAAm hydrogels exhibit reduced friction due to the larger relaxation time of the polymer chains, requiring more time for re-adsorption. At the same time, although the mechanism for the regime above the transition speed where friction increases with speed is not elucidated, it was found that less cross-linked PAAm hydrogels favour the transition into that regime. It can be seen that as the degree of cross-linking is reduced, friction is also reduced, at least for low sliding speeds. This was also shown in ultrathin PDMS films where $\mu$ was lower than in thicker films, which is a consequence of poor cross-linking in ultrathin films.

Chain entanglement was found to have a similar effect on crosslinking in reducing friction but due to a different mechanism. More specifically, it was found that on PS and PMMA surfaces, friction is increased with increasing MW up to a value close to the critical MW for entanglement in bulk PS and PMMA, after which the effect of MW on $\mu$ is small. It was suggested that at low and up to a critical MW, the AFM tip is ploughing between polymer chains during FFM. On the onset of entanglement, the energy dissipation mechanism changes and the tip is sticking in the loops between chains and is
pulling them until they break. Reduction of friction was also observed when PMMA was modified upon exposure to UV light, which was correlated to a gradual reduction in MW and, thus, chain entanglement.83

4.4 Effects of experimental conditions on nanoscale friction

Sliding speeds and loads used during FFM are critical factors in the measured $\mu$. For instance, at high velocities, friction on silica is dominated by contacting asperities.84 Similarly, in PMMA beyond a critical velocity, friction is increased due to the deformation of its surface and higher energy dissipation.84 However, soft surfaces such as PDMS can absorb the asperity impact without causing plastic deformation, resulting in constant friction even at high velocities.84 For soft surfaces, the load has a major impact on friction. Studies with a cellulose probe against silica surfaces showed that at low loads (60–80 nN), the friction–load relationship is linear, indicating that the contact cannot be treated as a single asperity.31 In contrast, at higher loads the cellulose-based colloidal probe is deformed and can be treated as a single asperity, while the dependency of friction on normal load follows a sublinear relationship. Load and, consequently, plastic deformation can affect friction both at the macro- and nanoscale as was shown in a study on PS surfaces where friction yielded similar values at both scales, suggesting a similar macro and nanotribological mechanism.83

In another study, focusing on poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) brushes, Ramakrishna et al.124 studied the effect of scanning distance on the measured friction forces. They showed that when the polymer chains are highly swollen and the sliding distance is smaller compared to the swollen brush thickness, the measured friction is mainly due to the back-and-forth lateral bending and stretching of the chains and the kinetic friction is only measured when the sliding distance overcomes the bending and stretching of the chains. However, in the case of collapsed polymer chains, no effect of sliding distance was observed on the measured friction. Other external stimuli, such as temperature and pH, can also have a significant impact on the frictional properties of a system and readers can refer elsewhere for further insight.125–127

5. Molecular dynamics simulations complementing FFM

Friction force microscopy has made a significant breakthrough in exploring frictional phenomena occurring at the nanoscale. Still, achieving a detailed understanding on phenomena and mechanisms such as those occurring at the tip–substrate interface has not yet been fully achieved. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which use Newton’s law and empirical potentials to calculate the interactions between atoms and predict their trajectories and behaviour, have often proved to be a highly suitable complementary technique to shed light on friction at atomic and molecular levels. Although there has been a comprehensive review focussing on how MD simulation can elucidate the mechanisms of atomic friction during hard–hard interactions,128 which are briefly discussed here, we focus on interactions between hard-on-soft and soft-on-soft surfaces.

MD studies have been used to establish friction laws in dry nanoscale contacts.10 It has been found that nanoscale friction is highly sensitive to contact mechanics, but single-asperity theories break down at the nanoscale, and friction ultimately depends linearly on the number of atoms that are interacting at the interface. While the frictional force versus load relation is non-linear for adhesive surfaces, a transition to a linear relation takes place as adhesion is decreased, which is consistent with the experimental results at the nanoscale as discussed above in section 3. The transition takes place when the contact roughness becomes large as compared to the interactions at the interface, such as when the sliding interface is damaged and becomes rougher. MD studies have been mainly used to shed light on atomic friction phenomena at hard–hard contacts. For instance, MD was used in parallel with FFM to observe friction between a platinum AFM tip sliding on Au (111).129 Both FFM and MD revealed stick-slip behaviour, proving MD as a reliable approach to interpret AFM data, while it further revealed that atomic stick-slip is thermally activated at low speeds. Similar MD studies128,130 on how the substrate crystal lattice affects friction revealed that stick-slip and superlubricity could be a result of lattice mismatch, as was elegantly presented experimentally by Dienwiebel et al.29 (Fig. 1). This role of lattice incommensurability then leads to further insights, impossible to achieve with current FFM, on the role of surface shear stress distributions at the interface131 in these matched or mismatched lattices, and its influence on the stick-slip mechanism.

Another aspect of friction that MD simulations have complemented FFM is hydration friction, as shown in an investigation into friction on graphite, both under vacuum and in water.132 While both FFM and MD showed that water has a negligible impact on friction for loads larger than 5 nN, MD simulations revealed the role of the hydration layer at the graphene/water interface, which could not be achieved by FFM alone. Similar experiments showed that although the presence of water does not affect friction at flat surfaces, at atomic step edges (such as stepped graphite surfaces) the friction is significantly increased.133 Another MD study, using two bilayers of decanol molecules separated by water, investigated the role of water and hydration friction in nanoconfinement.134 It was found that three friction regimes are present with decreasing water thickness; (1) for thick water films, friction is governed by bulk water viscosity, (2) for water films of about 1 nm, the interfacial layer is highly viscous and increases friction, and (3) at the dry friction limit, the interfacial slip sets in.

As discussed above the roughness of a surface can significantly affect friction, since it affects the contact area between the tip and substrate, and MD simulations have been used to study this area. A series of MD simulations was used to study the frictional behaviour of nanopatterned silicon surfaces and how nanopatterning can be used to tune friction at the nanoscale.135 It was found that for nanopatterned surfaces, there is always a linear dependence of load on the frictional forces,
both for adhesive and non-adhesive surfaces, which is independent of the nanopattern geometry. This can represent Amontons’ law (eqn (1)) and its relation to the real contact area. In contrast, flat surfaces exhibit a non-linear relationship between frictional force and load when adhesion is introduced in the system. It was also found that friction can be tuned by adjusting the nanopattern period and, thus, nanopatterning can be used to control adhesion and friction at the nanoscale. Another MD study examined the friction characteristics at the nanoscale between multi-asperity tips and textured surfaces.\textsuperscript{136} It was found that the number of asperities on the tip and the contact area with the substrate can significantly affect friction and cause various degrees of damage to the surface, while the ratio between the size of asperities and surface texture width is an important parameter that influences friction.

FFM can probe the friction force between a tip and a substrate, but it is difficult to recognise whether the deformation at the interface is plastic or elastic, or even whether ploughing is occurring, and this is an area in which MD can provide significant wealth of information. For instance, MD simulations allowed the study of a nanometric scratching process, where a rigid diamond sphere is sliding on face-centred cubic (fcc) single crystal copper. This enabled the first determination of the ploughing friction coefficient and the adhesion friction coefficient at the nanoscale.\textsuperscript{137} It was found that macroscale theory slightly overestimated the ploughing friction coefficient at the nanoscale, while the adhesion friction coefficient was independent of the indentation depth and was almost stable.

Although MD simulations have mostly been used for hard-hard contact surfaces, the gradual shift to hard-on-soft is demonstrated in one of the most recent MD studies, where a rigid indenter of 5 nm radius was simulated sliding over an amorphous polyethylene.\textsuperscript{43} It was found that friction is mainly composed of a plough force (cohesive zone) and an adhesion force (interface zone). Elastic deformation was attributed to van der Waals interactions in the cohesive zone, while bond angle energy and dihedral energy of the molecular chain dominated plastic deformation. Also, the presence of attractive interactions significantly increased the friction, as compared to repulsive interactions between the indenter and soft polyethylene, while the higher the indentation the larger the contribution of the plough force and hence the larger the friction.

Besides soft surfaces, MD simulations have been effectively used to interpret the FFM results on soft polymer-coated surfaces. A MD study on polymer–polymer interface friction revealed three different mechanisms governing frictional behaviour and deformation;\textsuperscript{138} interfacial “brushing”, which has the major contribution, followed by “combing” and “chain scission”. These mechanisms refer to how the polymer chains are interacting with each other, either with a small section (“brushing”), sliding between chains (“brushing”) or even breakage of the chains when their path is distracted (“chain scission”). The same study also revealed three regimes, ranging from periodic stick-slip at low sliding speeds to irregular stick-slip and dynamic frictional sliding as the sliding speed increases. Immiscible polymer brush systems can greatly reduce dissipation, as was shown on PMMA (immersed in acetophenone) and PNIPAM (immersed in water) brushed surfaces in a combination FFM and MD study.\textsuperscript{139} It was reported that friction between PMMA–PNIPAM surfaces (immiscible system) was significantly lower than that between PMMA–PMMA (miscible system), while they have similar load-bearing capacity. FFM and MD were also used to study the effect of crosslinking on the tribological behaviour of polymer brushes.\textsuperscript{140} It was found that not only does μ increase with the degree of crosslinking, but also that the length of the crosslinker can affect μ with higher length leading to a decreased friction. In summary, complementing FFM with MD simulations has already started to advance our understanding of friction in soft surfaces and we expect that combining FFM experiments and MD simulations will become a standardized approach to address biophysical questions and improve interpretation of nanofrictional mechanisms in the future.

6. Applications

The relentless increase in the number of recent studies using FFM to quantify frictional forces has largely been fuelled by the enormous practical and technological questions in biological systems such as joints, cells, contact lenses, saliva-coated oral mucosa and cosmetic applications. In this section, we cover a few important examples of recent biomedical, biological and technological applications of friction measurements at the nanoscale that have largely used hard-on-soft and soft-on-soft contact surfaces.

6.1 Cartilage

Articular cartilage has a very low coefficient of friction and is essential for joint motion, which when damaged can lead to osteoarthritis. The understanding of friction and wear behaviour of cartilage, as well as factors that affect it such as age, is valuable in treating cartilage-related problems. FFM has been successfully used to quantify friction in boundary conditions with appropriate test conditions that allow the negation of hydrostatic pressurization, which supports approximately 90% of the load in joints.\textsuperscript{16} Upon measuring friction on murine cartilage using a borosilicate colloidal probe it was revealed that four possible mechanisms contribute to boundary friction; interfacial friction that arises from molecular interactions between surfaces, internal friction attributed to inelastic deformation and recovery of material, ploughing friction arising when a hard asperity is sliding against a soft material and causes asymmetric pressure distribution by pushing the material forward, and friction due to collision of the probe with asperities on a rough surface. The study reports that the major component of friction was interfacial shear, while the other three mechanisms had only a small contribution.

Although articular cartilage on its own has a low boundary friction coefficient, FFM has clearly uncovered that synovial fluid and its components are the major lubricants. For instance, articular cartilage coated with protein components
exhibited low friction, whereas when the surface was treated with proteolytic enzymes such as trypsin hydrolysing the protein film, the friction increased.\textsuperscript{141} It is noteworthy that load-bearing regions of articular cartilage exhibit lower friction than non-load-bearing regions, indicating the presence of boundary lubricants that protect from wear and tissue degeneration when joints are starved from fluid lubrication.\textsuperscript{16} The distinct role of synovial fluid components in lubrication has been elegantly studied using hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces.\textsuperscript{142} It was reported that lubricin lubricates the hydrophobic surfaces effectively, while it slightly increases friction when inserted between hydrophilic surfaces. The impact of hyaluronic acid (HA) on lubrication was found to be considerably smaller, while no synergistic effect was found between lubricin and HA in terms of lubrication. FFM has also been used to study the increase in friction with the progression of osteoarthritis. It was found that $\mu$ of human femoral head cartilage increased substantially from 0.119 at Stage 0 to 0.409 at Stage 3, and this was also correlated with an increase in roughness,\textsuperscript{14} suggesting a decrease in the presence of friction-reducing protein.

### 6.2 Cells

Since friction in cells is encountered in a plethora of biophysical processes, such as blood flow, cartilage lubrication, cell adhesion and migration, understanding the frictional properties of cells is of great interest. For instance, FFM employing a borosilicate colloidal probe was used to study the frictional behaviour of individual vascular smooth cells.\textsuperscript{110} It revealed that $\mu$ was increased with increasing cellular cross-linking and decreased by cytoskeletal polymerization, which could be used to improve the design in applications of intravenous devices such as stents and heart valves. Furthermore, by directly measuring friction on cells, one could better understand the disorder related to stresses in cells, such as diagnosis of heart diseases. For instance, FFM using a sharp silicon tip was utilised to observe the lateral contraction forces of living cardiomyocytes.\textsuperscript{5} It was found that FFM was able to accurately detect the contraction of these cells, as well as the effect that a drug such as ibutilide has on those cells. Consequently, FFM could be used as a screening test for drugs, in order to understand their mechanics and promote the design of improved drugs.

### 6.3 Proteins

FFM has been widely used to understand molecular interactions between biological molecules, such as protein–carbohydrate interactions, which are important in cellular recognition processes. For instance, by attaching a lectin protein to an AFM probe and sliding it on glass surfaces with immobilized carb oxy peptidase Y, FFM was used to successfully study the dissociation mechanics and kinetics of the molecular complex.\textsuperscript{143} Similar work was performed on proteins to investigate the interaction between human immunoglobulin (IgG) and anti-human IgG.\textsuperscript{144} The results revealed differences in their interaction when using different preparation methods and confirmed the specific interactions between antigen and antibody, making FFM a valuable tool for the development of drugs or screening tests. Recently, FFM coupled with macro- and micro-scale tribology and theoretical analysis was used in our laboratory\textsuperscript{2} to study the synergistic interactions of the salivary proteins that are responsible for the outstanding lubrication properties of the salivary pellicle coating the oral mucosa. An electrostatically-driven self-assembly between negatively-charged mucin and non-mucinous positively charged proteins explained the boundary and viscous lubrication properties of the salivary film.\textsuperscript{14} A fundamental understanding of the mechanism of salivary lubrication offers the potential for rationally designing an optimally performing salivary substitute that could improve the quality of life of people suffering from xerostomia caused due to age, polypharmacy, immune diseases, etc.

### 6.4 Contact lenses

Measuring the friction properties of soft contact lenses has gained significant research momentum over the past few years due to growing concerns with contact lens-associated discomfort, with Kim et al.\textsuperscript{32} revolutionizing the use of FFM for soft hydrogels (Fig. 1). In an interesting FFM study, they used a polystyrene colloidal probe to study friction on poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) hydrogel lenses, finding that ionic functional groups at the surface of the lenses can lower the friction, which was attributed to the interactions of water and orientation of hydrogel chains.\textsuperscript{32} The study also showed that when fully hydrated, extended non-crosslinked chains can increase friction, but when partially dehydrated the chains collapse and friction is reduced.

### 6.5 Cosmetics

FFM is finding increasing use in cosmetics to study friction and adhesion on skin and hair, as well as the impact of formulations such as skin creams and hair conditioners. For instance, FFM was used to study the frictional properties of skin, both virgin and damaged, and how it is improved by skin cream-treatment.\textsuperscript{145,146} It was found that skin cream decreases roughness and smoothens the skin both for virgin and damaged skin, while it also increases its hydrophilic properties. As one might expect, $\mu$ was higher on damaged hair, but it was also higher in liquid than in air, which was partially attributed to the deformation of hair due to water absorption.\textsuperscript{89} Using colloidal AFM probes against hair, conditioners have been found to reduce friction both in virgin and damaged hair (although the reduction in friction is much higher in the latter),\textsuperscript{88} while anisotropic frictional properties on the cuticle surfaces of hair that are attributed to the striations present on the hair and parallel to the long-axis of the hair have also been reported.\textsuperscript{147}

### 6.6 Fabrics

Understanding friction between fabric fibres, such as cotton, is essential for various industrial and household applications. Reduced friction between fibres can extend their lifetime, while friction between fibres and skin is an important factor
on how we perceive and evaluate the quality of a product. An FFM study on the frictional properties of cotton fibres and how a fabric conditioner affects it showed that increased roughness results in increased $\mu$, while the presence of fabric conditioner reduces $\mu$. Similarly, in the papermaking and book industry, friction between fibres is an important factor in holding together the fibre network, while friction between paper and machine parts is of similar importance in applications such as printing. Friction measurements between pulp fibres revealed that surface roughness greatly affects their frictional properties because the friction coefficient increases.148

7. Conclusions and future perspectives

As a technique, FFM on soft surfaces presents a new paradigm in nanotribology, demonstrating a growing importance with the incorporation of soft materials into electronics and robotics. At a fundamental level, FFM plays a crucial analytical role in understanding nanoscale interactions at biological interfaces, in addition to the increasing demands of traditional soft material industries (e.g. food, healthcare, biomedicine, agrochemical, cosmetics) among many others. Although FFM first emerged in 1987, the work that has been done so far on soft surfaces is fairly restricted, with the focus being on characterizing the intrinsic properties of soft polymeric surfaces, such as relaxation of polymers and glass transition phenomena that play an important role in frictional properties. The introduction of colloidal probes for friction measurements was a major breakthrough for investigating friction on soft surfaces, leading to much progress in understanding surface interactions in materials ranging from hard metallic spheres to softer polymeric probes. Still, most of the published studies on friction using FFM are utilizing conventional polymeric probes with an elastic modulus higher than 1 GPa and there are relatively rare instances where a system of soft-probe/soft surface has been used to measure lateral forces.

Designing colloidal probes that exploit the parallel developments in material chemistry can help to address many fundamental research challenges. The investigation of this knowledge gap, regarding the capability of performing nanotribology experiments with elastic moduli ranging from tens of kPa to few MPa at the nanoscale, would be of great importance, and will find use in a wide range of future biological and technological applications, where soft materials with desired frictional properties are in demand. However, as has been demonstrated, there are many unresolved challenges in this field, with many complex interactions. For instance, the elastic modulus of a material surface can be different from its bulk value which could cause inconsistencies in the measurements, while the direct comparison between macro and nanoscales is complicated by the length scale of surface roughness and asperity contact, and the measurement itself has been shown to change the relaxation state of the soft polymeric surface. Furthermore, due to the low elastic modulus, the conditions of the well-established contact mechanics models may not be met and, consequently, there may be inconsistencies in the interpretation of the measured data across the literature. The utilisation of advanced fabrication methods, such as electron-beam lithography, will be a fascinating avenue to deliver concrete breakthroughs in measuring the interfacial friction of soft sliding nanostructured surfaces with well-defined roughness. Also combining experimental frictional measurements with continuing advances in molecular dynamics studies will be increasingly informative, allowing the rapid determination of the molecular scale mechanisms governing soft tribology. Nanoscale friction in hydrogel-based and biomaterial-based colloidal probes that emulate biological surfaces with relevant modulus and roughness offers excellent opportunities for future interdisciplinary research involving material scientists, biomaterial engineers, mechanobiologists, nanotribologists, and physicists. Such fundamental knowledge is key to eventually design a new generation of soft materials with the desired frictional properties that will tackle a variety of global challenges, from reduction in energy consumption to biological tissue repair.
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